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WELCOME TO ARIA HOTEL PRAGUE

                
                
                    BEST LOCATION IN PRAGUE

                
                
                    Experience the boutique Aria Hotel Prague – an unforgettable luxury Prague hotel just steps away from the Charles Bridge and Prague Castle. A virtuoso hotel inspired by music, Aria Hotel Prague is composed of 51 luxurious suites and rooms dedicated to a specific style of music or a particular artist or composer. The five-star Aria Hotel Prague harmonizes a unique musical concept with luxurious accommodation, fine dining at CODA Restaurant, a Rooftop Terrace, exceptional service, surprising amenities and a private entrance to a UNESCO World Heritage garden. Nestled in enchanting Mala Strana, (Lesser Town), Aria Hotel Prague provides the perfect accompaniment to your stay in "the golden city," be it for a business meeting, a magical holiday, or a romantic Prague wedding and honeymoon.


One of the world's leading music destinations, Prague, with its rich cultural heritage, served as the inspiration for Spatium, the hotel's architects, best known for their work with Gianni Versace. Architect Rocco Magnoli, along with his partner Lorenzo Carmellini, was commissioned to create a beautiful and architecturally distinctive luxury Prague hotel with five-star amenities. Magnoli has incorporated notes of the past and present to create an exquisitely-designed Prague hotel. Our hotel was transformed from a row of modest gray stone and yellow stucco buildings into a five-star luxurious musical haven.


We have curated the whole music concept in such a way so that you will find rooms and suites inspired by classical, contemporary, opera and jazz music. Aria Hotel Prague's rooms and suites range from Mozart to Beethoven, from Elvis to Billie Holiday. Each room is accented with original artwork and offer a selection of books along with the latest in-room technology, including Apple TV and an iPad.


Guests of our luxury Prague hotel can explore the joys of music from the Music Library and our Private Screening Room. Our Head Concierge, Mr. Jindrich Strum is always available to provide advice on current cultural and musical events in Prague for our hotel guests.


During the summer season (April through October) you can enjoy our private entrance to Prague's oldest Baroque garden, the Vrtba Garden – one of the most beautiful in the city, and a UNESCO World Heritage site.The summer time is also an ideal time to explore the hotel's Rooftop Terrace restaurant with a magnificent view of the city of Prague.
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                                    Deluxe Rooms                            

                        
                VIRTUAL TOUR 3D

Deluxe Rooms are the most popular choice for everybody who is looking for affordable luxury. Each room is a unique reflection of Italian design with different colour scheme by Musical floors to ensure a relaxed and welcoming atmosphere.  
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                                    Junior Suite Twin                            

                        
                VIRTUAL TOUR 3D

Junior Suite Twin features Two Queen size beds and some of them a sofa bed. 
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                                    Junior Suite King                            

                        
                VIRTUAL TOUR 3D

Junior Suite King features a King size bed and living room area.
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                                    American Rock Suite                            

                        
                VIRTUAL TOUR 3D

Funky, One Bedroom Luxury Suite American Rock has a singular character all on its own. American Rock Suite features a King size bed and sofa bed.
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                VIRTUAL TOUR 3D

Smetana Luxury Suite is perfect for those looking for luxurious comfort with a touch of tranquility in the heart of Prague. 
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                                    Dvorak Luxury Suite                             

                        
                VIRTUAL TOUR 3D

Enjoy our One Bedroom Dvorak Luxury Suite with magnificent views of the Vrtba Garden from both the living room and bedroom. 
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                                    Blues Luxury Suite                            

                        
                VIRTUAL TOUR 3D

Just one step onto the very comfortable carpet tells you this Blues Luxury One Bedroom Suite is something special. Indulge in a spacious duplex with ceiling windows and a lovely view of the Vrtba Garden.
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                                    Beethoven Luxury Suite                            

                        
                VIRTUAL TOUR 3D

Our fantastic Two Bedroom Beethoven Luxury Suite has been designed very much for families. This Luxury Suite is decorated in an elegant classical style and overlooks the beautiful UNESCO Vrtba Garden.
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                VIRTUAL TOUR 3D

Mozart Luxury Two Bedroom Suite is among the capital's finest and most popular accommodations. The splendid view of the Baroque Vrtba Garden gives this Luxury Suite its unrivalled appeal.
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                Not sure which one to choose ? Give us a call at +420 225 334 111
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    Coda Restaurant   

    
    CODA Restaurant ranks among Prague's best fine dining establishments and features a delightful menu prepared by Executive Chef Igor Chramec.  
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    Private Dining  

    
    We take reservations for 2024 !
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    Music library and concierge  

    
    The Aria Hotel Prague’s large selection of CDs, DVDs and Blu-Rays videos and music literature spans every music genre and is guaranteed to satisfy the tastes of all music lovers.
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    Private cinema  

    
    Guests at the Aria Hotel Prague are welcome to gather for an evening of movies and music in the Screening Room. Set up as a hotel cinema, this space can easily seat up to 12 people in its big, comfortable chairs.
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    Fitness Center  

    
    Unwind from your travels. Continue your regular exercise regime away from home, confident that the best possible care and attention to your fitness goals will be provided.
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    Vrtba garden  

    
    The Vrtba Garden is Prague’s oldest Baroque garden and one of the most charming and well-preserved places in Prague. This magnificent landmark is also on the UNESCO World Heritage List.
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    Winter garden atrium  

    
    The Winter Garden Atrium forms the magnificent heart of the Aria Hotel Prague.
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    Rooftop terrace  

    
    Enjoy our world-class cuisine and beverage selection against the magnificent backdrop of Prague.
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    Coda restaurant    

    
    CODA Restaurant ranks among Prague's best fine dining establishments and features a delightful menu prepared by Executive Chef Igor Chramec. 
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    Fireplace Lounge  

    
    The Aria Hotel Prague's cozy Fireplace Lounge is decorated in opulent hues of red and gold.
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        Location

        
        
        Aria Hotel Prague is ideally situated in Lesser Town, just steps away from the Charles Bridge and Prague Castle.
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            Aria Hotel Prague


            
            Tržiště 9, 118 00, Prague 1, Czech Republic 

Tel: +420 225 334 111

TollFree (USA / CANADA): 1-888-644-7806

Email: stay@aria.cz




Visit our sister hotels and restaurants:
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